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Everyday Revolution: The Making of the Soviet Urban Communes1
Andy Willimott

In October 1918, just shy of one year since the Bolsheviks seized power in the name of the
proletariat, the Soviet press stumbled across one of the first self-proclaimed “domestic communes”
of the new revolutionary state. This was a cohabiting alliance of young activists and workers who
had taken up residence in one of the apartment blocks near Preobrazhenskaia Gate in Moscow.
Despite its poor conditions and a lack of running water, this small band of revolutionary enthusiasts
sought to turn their humble residence into a bastion of socialism. They established a system of
comradely cooperation and mutual regulation - arrangements expressly designed to facilitate and
monitor the sharing of resources, material, income, and, most important of all, modern socialist ideals.
Inhabitants were expected to pick clothing and even underwear from a common pool, subsidize group
costs and activities, live by a collective code governing behavior and habit, and instil socialism within
one another and in the world around them. This was a construct of practical and ideological necessity.
It provided accommodation and support during a period of intense political and social upheaval, but
it also attempted to implement key revolutionary visions in an immediate and concrete form. “With
the rise of the working class,” it was optimistically reported that “such groups would help to reclaim
the domestic and urban landscape from the ‘bourgeois yoke.”2 This commune was eagerly (if
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disproportionately) cited as an example of the socialist revolution taking root in Russia. Far from an
isolated or eccentric development, however, the same article noted that similar units of eight to ten
people living in this manner made the most of the limited accommodation available and released
social life from the “oppression of the old order.”3
In this early revolutionary environment, as old tenements were being claimed by enthusiasts
and the new government issued decrees sanctioning resettlement rights, the first domestic communes,
as another report put it, started to “sprout like mushrooms.”4 At first, local soviets sought to lead the
reclamation of housing space on behalf of the proletariat, acting directly on Bolshevik Party
imperatives, but they soon looked to local bodies and revolutionary organisations for support. The
process of eviction and resettlement passed into the hands of small workers’ organisations, housing
commissions, and even factory committees. In some cases revolutionary authorities expressed
concern over the zealous potential of these organisations. At the same time, while soldiers, workers,
and activists struggled to find suitable residential arrangements, a number of self-styled “communes”
and “communards” declared their intention to rectify the “housing problem” and the inadequacies of
their surroundings.5
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Cohabitational communes sprang up across Petrograd and Moscow, often united around both
a common fund (obshchii kotel), into which members placed a share or all of their income, and a
founding charter (ustav), which regulated domestic rules and collective principles. Among the early,
scattered examples of domestic association, both form and practice varied, but as the challenges of
civil war unfolded most seemed ready to equate revolutionary advance with the political, social, and
cultural reform promised under the Communist Party. In line with the dominant social tenets of
revolutionary discourse, many focused their resources and time on the development of equal relations,
collective dinning, and new cultural activities associated with modern socialist habit.6 The
dormitories and accommodation attached to the Soviet institutes of higher education witnessed the
formation of a number of student communes run in this manner.7 Some went on to replicate the “red
corners” and structures of Soviet workers’ clubs, dedicating space to reading, studying, and other
enlightening activities. Others took the form of worker-communes, appropriating the practices of the
Russian arteli (pre-revolutionary labor associations) by living together and selling their efforts
collectively for mutual security.8 Here, too, the ideological pertinence of collective living and new
cultural habits was clearly evident and frequently expressed in overtly revolutionary terms.9
By 1919, some revolutionary commentators were urging the Communist Youth League
(Komsomol) to help its members form “exemplary communes” that would lead this assertively
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collectivist development and provide a space for its members to interact with workers. 10 The central
Komsomol leadership did not act upon these suggestions directly, but the domestic, urban commune
did become a preserve of Komsomol activists and those seeking admission to party organs. It also
attracted the interest the press, particularly the youth press. Here we find the central tension of the
early commune movement: this phenomenon was not part of an official initiative, yet it often proved
attractive to those that did operate within the official apparatus of state. In this sense, the urban
communes flirted with the political infrastructure of the Revolution. At the start of 1918 a small
faction of the Socialist League of Young Workers (SSRM) - the body that eventually evolved into
the Komsomol - founded a short-lived commune in an apartment on Dvorianskaia Street, Petrograd,
with the express aim of providing a living example of socialism to young workers in the city.11 In the
years to come, a number of local Komsomol representatives encouraged youths to join existing
communes or establish their own groups to help press the revolutionary agenda. At the Moscow
Automobile Society (AMO) plant, for instance, “a certain Rudakov,” it was reported, “suggested that
all Komsomol members form a commune.”12 Similarly, at the Red Proletariat (Krasnyi proletarii)
plant in Moscow, one young Komsomol member by the name of Anikeev helped to establish a
commune that managed to attract “strong support from the factory committee and party cell.”13 But
actions like these remained unsanctioned by the higher echelons, occasionally opening local officials,
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including Rudakov, to criticism and reprimand.14 At a time when both the Komsomol and the party
were concerned about their ability to stimulate the mass participation necessary for the construction
of communism in Russia, the urban communes were not an unwelcome development, but de facto
inclusion of these groups within official operations was sometimes seen as a step too far.
Nevertheless, in many cases, Komsomol representatives and members continued to view the
urban communes as a means of escaping the poor living conditions left in the wake of war and
revolution. It was thought that they could provide the formative ideological environment necessary
for the first generation of communists. As proclaimed the vocal Komsomol delegate, Vladimir
Dunaevskii, these communes seemed to offer a precursor to the erosion of the old family and its
bourgeois habits.15 For figures such as Dunaevskii, who was also a leading exponent of the more
contentious notion of youth soviets and youth sections in the trade unions, the formation of
spontaneous, urban communes bore the promise of “new social patterns.”16 The Third Congress of
the Komsomol formally dismissed the idea of youth soviets and youth sections in October 1920. Each
was deemed a factious proposition, detrimental to the Komsomol’s wider political duties.17 But the
communes survived largely because they stoked significantly less controversy and criticism. They
offered a form of agitational engagement and revolutionary participation that did not directly
challenge the institution's authority or newly established political structures. Emerging from this
period of possibility, therefore, the communes and communards that had formed were able to present
themselves as the cadre of the domestic agitational front, attempting to take the lead on issues that
officials were still debating.
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Situated between official ideology, activist interpretation, and the urban public, these
communes did not fall under the purview of any single state institution. As a result, no central study
or numerical assessment was conducted until the end of the 1920s, when the Komsomol noted that
the urban communes had developed into a “network of activism” with up to fifty thousand
participants.18 During the early months and years immediately following October, the nascent
structures of this “network” remained modest - a range of press reports suggest a number limited to
a few hundred across Petrograd and Moscow. Nevertheless, the formation of the urban commune
phenomenon during these years speaks to a number of issues of broader significance. The urban
communes show how the rank-and-file could operate in the margins of state apparatus. Furthermore,
they shed light on the interaction between activist citizens and revolutionary discourse understood
here as a popular response to revolution and as the field of ideas that could be called upon to drive or
construe revolution.19 While dealing with a revolution that clearly gave birth to a centralized regime
employing violent and authoritarian methods of government, this chapter reveals a degree of
independent appropriation and an indeterminacy that has been underrepresented within the
historiography of the early Soviet state and its ideological formation. It shows that where there was
no clear or absolute modality to revolutionary developments, the voice of activism could be heard.
This is not to suggest that such formations represent the driving force of the wider revolutionary
project. Rather, by bringing the urban communes into sharp focus, this chapter offers a new social
history based on popular interactions with state imperatives. Ultimately, the story of the urban
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communes and communards enhances our understanding of how revolutionary visions were
constructed within society.20

Identifying with Revolution
The October Revolution of 1917 marked the birth of the first avowedly socialist state in
history. As the earliest posters, fliers, decrees, and declarations appeared promising radical change,
young idealists, including the urban communards, set about putting into practice their own
conceptions of what it meant to be part of this brave new world. These activists and enthusiasts tried
to turn theory into practice, imbricating the promise of collectivist visions and revolutionary messages
within their everyday lives and popular experience. As they interpreted and implemented
revolutionary ideals, they increasingly saw themselves as participants in the construction of a new
state. Their practice and lifestyle exhibited a sense of revolutionary citizenship, which, as Isabel
Tirado has shown in relation to the activities of the rank-and-file, could send “ripples” throughout
local and national branches of the Soviet system.21 Indeed, by mid-1919 even the main press organ
of the Bolshevik party, Pravda, was citing the urban communes as an ideologically pertinent example
of “mutual collective agreement” and rational domestic management.22
Only recently, however, have the daily “interpretation” and “performance” of revolution come
in for closer inspection from historians. Traditionally, studies that stress the totalitarian and coercive
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nature of the Soviet state have left little room for popular identification with revolutionary goals or
the potential of human action in the face of a centralized regime. In this context, Soviet socialism has
been presented as both a “lie” and “fraud” conducted against a wholly passive or sleeping people.23
In opposition to these readings, a number of revisionist social histories published predominantly
between the 1960s and 1990s sought to detail incidences of support and dissent within the Soviet
population, making room for popular agency. But a disconnect between the “above” and “below,” as
well as a disproportionate focus on cases of noncompliance, it has been suggested, continued to
obstruct a fuller view of revolutionary experience.24 Extending critically on past studies, current
intellectual trends have encouraged an understanding that recognizes and better accounts for the
complexities of revolutionary appropriation and conditioning. In particular, Stephen Kotkin’s
influential study into the different forms of expression and self-expression among the inhabitants of
the industrial city of Magnitogorsk during the 1930s posited that, whether through genuine belief or
through careerism, most citizens had mastered the art of “speaking Bolshevik.” By conforming to the
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accepted language, customs, and identity prescribed by the party, Kotkin argued, individuals
empowered themselves and, crucially, the ruling system.25
Focusing on the subjectivity of the Soviet population, one developing school of thought has
since used diaries, autobiographies, and memoirs - the writing of which was encouraged by the Soviet
educational curriculum and the party admission process - in an attempt to show how citizens formed
a view of both themselves and the wider world through the medium of “official discourse.”26
Combined with Kotkin’s work, these studies have advanced our understanding of how statesponsored rhetoric could shape habit and practice, helping to form new social and political structures
across the opening decades of the Soviet Union. The “official discourse” of Bolshevik ideology, some
scholars have suggested, presented an eschatological understanding of the world that encouraged
individuals, especially former non-Bolshevik socialists, to narrate their life and their past as a journey
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of redemption, concluding with admittance to the Party.27 Looking at the techniques by which people
initiated this “self-fashioning” in line with Bolshevism during the 1920s, Igal Halfin has argued that
party cells and representatives attached themselves to student debating circles to help determine the
topics and results of discussion.28 Again, the importance of revolutionary discourse and the
individual’s exposure to Bolshevik thinking is clearly demonstrated.
The seeds of these practices were certainly sown during the opening years of the Revolution,
as the Bolsheviks sought to secure political power and limit the threat of rival socialist parties. Among
other things, they sought to control the language of revolution, curtailing non-Bolshevik press organs
to ensure the spread of a unified and ideologically acceptable narrative. Party cells and official
representatives were also placed within local organizations in order to monitor and mould the
Revolution on the ground. However, while accepting that language management played an important
part in the formation of the Soviet state, we must be careful to avoid linguistic determinism. Equally
so, party-approved identities should not blind us to those individuals and groups that partook in
revolution in a manner other than that determined by state policy. 29 When it comes to assessing the
subjectivity of the Soviet people, selected diarists are not necessarily an accurate reflection of broader
social experiences. In their quest to join the party, for instance, many autobiographers wrote texts to
secure the favor of local authorities. In other words, these accounts were often written to power.
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Moreover, to suggest that effective propaganda methods alone explain the development of revolution
neglects the full dynamism of events. It presents a one-dimensional view that renders any/all
expression as the implementation of power, denies the existence of spaces outside the official party
apparatus, and assumes that the Soviet citizen was an entirely malleable entity.
It is important that we also explore spaces, practices, individuals, and groups operating outside
the apparatus of state. This shows how official discourse could be both adopted and, at the same time,
“colonized” in imaginative, stubborn, and even idiosyncratic ways.30 Revolutionary ideas and causes
can thus be seen to align with other norms and experiences within society. If we accept that official
power was not omnipresent, we must acknowledge the variety of circumstances and encounters
through which revolution was accommodated and developed, as well as how these interactions fed
back into official structures over time. This is especially true for the period with which this volume
is concerned, the formative years of the revolutionary project. While it has been argued that statedriven agitation campaigns during these years elicited social support and convinced its perpetrators
of the validity of their messages, it should be remembered that the spread of revolution was also aided
by the fact that mobilized forces, especially young communists, were permitted to take initiative at
ground level.31 The communes and communards were a prime example of this “informal” or
“unofficial” initiative. As evidenced in their activities, the communards embraced many Bolshevik
visions, but they did not kowtow to the methods of state authorities. They had a tendency to extend
upon the political campaigns of the Komsomol and party, even calling for the removal of politically
unsympathetic teaching personnel within Soviet educational facilities as early as 1918-1919.32
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Subsequent commune groups extended upon the operations of university authorities and local
cells by standing as exemplary practitioners of revolution, sponsoring fellow students and agitation
missions, confronting non-socialist teaching staff, and helping to establish collective dining halls for
all students.33 Others tried to implement greater collective practices within industry and society at
large. At a time when state resources were focused elsewhere, the communards tried to take
responsibility for the political, cultural, and working environments in which they were situated;
challenging official organs to act on the issues they cared about and affecting the manner by which
the Revolution extended across state, society, and institution. Their practices were not accommodated
in full, but, in some cases, they did help to conceive the manner by which socialist visions and state
imperatives came into being.

Interpreting revolution
The urban communes and communards constructed their world through the revolutionary
trends and prevalent themes of the new Soviet state. Utilizing the French term “commune”
(kommuna), as opposed to the Russian term mir or obshchina, meaning traditional community or
peasant commune, the activists who formed these groups of collective cohabitation and revolutionary
living were, in part, a response to the new Soviet state’s active glorification of the Paris Commune of
1871. After all, this was an insurrectionary event that lived on in the memory of many revolutionaries
and was used by the Bolsheviks to legitimize their actions both before and after October 1917.
Throughout 1915 and 1916 Lenin insisted that the Paris Commune had taught the world that the only
way to escape the spectre of imperialist war was through civil war.34 Following the abdication of
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Nicholas II in March 1917, Lenin refused to work with the Provisional Government, again
summoning the example of 1871 when the communards of Paris did not work with bourgeois
institutions but instead sought to replace them with their own body of proletarian democracy. State
and Revolution, Lenin’s boldest and most utopian text, declared that, in ”the [1871] Commune is the
form ‘at last discovered’ by ... [which] the bourgeois state machine ... can and must be replaced.”35
Armed with this example from Europe (carrying special connotation due to the likewise imported
theories of Marxism and Socialism) the Bolsheviks set about constructing a workers’ state. Even the
Bolshevik call for “All Power to the Soviets” was linked to the “democratic” structure of the
Commune, providing local representatives for the working class.
After the seizure of power in October, however, the realities of governing and civil war
highlighted the need to retain old bureaucratic and institutional elements. The systemic overhaul
advocated in State and Revolution proved wholly infeasible. The last attempt to implement an
ambitious citywide commune structure akin to 1871 came in the form of the Petrograd Consumer
Commune (Petrokommuna), which was established to tackle the mounting food crisis of 1918-1919.
For a short period the Petrokommuna, with 8 trains, 40 carriages, and over 100 canteens and tearooms,
was “the largest economic organisation run on communist principles” in Soviet Russia.36 Despite this
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grand endeavour, the importance of 1871 to the Soviet leadership rapidly shifted from its supposed
example of good governance to its value as an inspirational tale of working class heroism. In this
form, the legend of 1871 became a feature of celebration on the Red Calendar and an entrenched
topic of discussion in Soviet publications.37 Increasingly, the word “kommuna” became a signifier of
socialist revolutionary aspirations. It was associated with the values of workers’ control, direct
democracy, institutional and social reformation, as well as collectivism and collective action.
These were the principles through which the activists of the urban communes imagined
themselves. As surviving accounts reveal, often in the form of letters and reflections written to the
Soviet youth press, many communards tried to implement a system of management that put all
motions to the collective vote. Everything, from daily practical contingencies, to founding rules and
regulations, underwent group scrutiny.38 The communes attempted to practice an idealized and uncompromised vision of democracy commonly associated with the Paris Commune, socialism, and
early Soviet claims of representation. Furthermore, as the accounts of a later commune reveal, some
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groups explicitly cited the heroism of 1871 as a source of inspiration, directly equating themselves to
the exemplary figures much eulogized within Soviet readings of this foundational socialist event.39
“Spark” (Iskra), a commune with the same name as the revolutionary émigré newspaper formerly
edited by Lenin, vowed to replicate what they referred to as the “selflessness and devotion” of the
Communards of 1871. To carry the name of these heroes, they insisted, was a “great responsibility.”40
Like many commune groups before them, Spark tried to channel this example and lead their peers,
gaining a sense of self-affirmation in the process. Situated within institutes of higher education and
in “factories big or small,” wrote one activist, the urban communes displayed a sense of “obligation”
and “duty” that emboldened them and gave them the confidence to engage in local revolutionary
projects.41
The manner in which the urban communes and communards conducted themselves displayed
a great deal of ingenuity and enterprise. The idea of instilling collective values within the domestic
setting, however, was not entirely their own creation. In this area they took influence from a number
of sources. As the word “kommuna” became popular shorthand for revolutionary ideals, it was also
adopted by Soviet institutions as diverse as local schools, orphanages, juvenile detention centers, and
provincial administrations. On top of this, the opening years of revolution witnessed the
transformation of a number of luxury hotels, such as the Astoria and Hotel de l’Europe in Petrograd,
into specialized residences for party officials. Known as “Houses of the Soviets” (Doma Sovetov),
they contained collective services, including general catering and shared facilities, designed to free
the inhabitants from domestic chores and introduce new socialist environments.42 The designs for
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non-party variations, very few of which were actually built, even became known as “housecommunes” (doma-kommuny). Building on Lenin’s citations of Friedrich Engels’s The Housing
Question (1872), which stated that the Paris Commune had shown how the proletariat could benefit
from “the rational utilization of ... buildings,” the renovation of domestic and interior life became
increasingly identified with communism itself.43 While a lack of stability and finite resources
prevented the standardization of the house-commune model at this time, a formative discourse on
home planning and daily life was firmly established.44 This was a discourse imbued with the
confidence of modernity and bolstered by the Marxist conviction that matter determines
consciousness.45
Highlighting the connection between this discourse and the formation of the urban communes,
the Third Congress of the Komsomol in October 1920 declared that the cohabitant arrangements
exhibited by these groups would reform the home and “advance life in general.”46 One year later,
Komsomol delegates confirmed that the urban communes offered a means of “protect[ing] youths
from the corrupting influence of the street, the petty-mindedness of the family, and the heavy weight
of ... [bourgeois] domesticity.”47 Keen readers of the Soviet press, many urban communards
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subscribed to the leading newspapers and journals, which frequently led them to discuss and enact
ideas surrounding the “new way of life” (novyi byt) - the socialist reformation of daily customs,
practices, and habit.48 Indeed, this became an increasingly important area of consideration within the
urban commune phenomenon. By the end of the 1920s, while the communes remained disconnected
from official structures, the Komsomol went on to report that, “articles on the organization of
everyday life and collective habits in Soviet society could ignore neither the lessons of the urban
communes nor the voices of their inhabitants.”49
The closest that state-sanctioned developments came to the urban commune movement was
the promotion of “agricultural communes” (sel‘skokhoziaistvennye kommuny), which fell under the
jurisdiction of the Commissariat of Agriculture (Narkomzem). With 500-600 registered agricultural
communes in 1918, and a number of common traits, including the use of common funds and the strict
regulation of membership, it is likely that reports of these rural creations served as a source of direct,
practical inspiration.50 Indeed, some communards, including Stepan Afanas’evich Balezin, who went
on to become a prominent figure within the student communes of Petrograd, would bring the
experience of rural life and collective farming with them.51 But when rural practices were introduced
to the urban communes, they were not always well received, as seen in the case of Kolia Silin, who
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earned the nickname “peasant ideologue” (ideolog krest’ianskii) for bringing a pig into the cramped
quarters of his city-based commune.52 Furthermore, it must be noted, there is no evidence of a
coterminous, interconnected relationship. The most ambitious rural-based “communes” or
“colonies,” some formed by optimistic foreign immigrants, remained exclusively agricultural;
functioning as holistic microcosms or new socialist farming prototypes.53 Some returning soldiers did
form rural collectives out of conviction, but, for Narkomzem, the agricultural communes represented
a more overt means of extending their influence in the countryside, as traditional peasant communities
and farms were offered financial support for registering with this section of the Soviet government.54
In this sense, there was also a greater level of state involvement in their evolution. Nevertheless, with
Narkomzem issuing model charters for the agricultural communes from July 1918, championing the
pooling of resources and a communist lifestyle, what linked these two developments together was the
wider discourse on domestic reformation, new comradely relations, and the commune.55
The unintentional result of all this was that the meaning of kommuna shifted from a form of
governance to a concentrated mechanism of revolutionary transformation. In the immediate aftermath
of 1917, publications such as Kommunar, or “The Communard,” helped to ground the grand
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revolutionary visions and the imagined principles of 1871 in concrete, even prosaic form, eagerly
reporting on collective units of farming, accommodation, and labor as examples of “spontaneous
communes.”56 Many pieces of advice literature subsequently jumped at the opportunity to report on
tangible examples of commune and collectivist practice. These included reports on Komsomol
summer-camps (self-styled “commune-camps,” “school-communes,” ”summer-colonies” or
“collective dachas”), which promoted communist habits and collectivism.57 In this way, the activists
that formed the urban communes were both agent and subject within a developing revolutionary
experience. In other words, they were influenced by common and established revolutionary
discourses, but often employed their readings in a manner not foreseen. The urban communards
helped to conceive the Revolution and the Soviet imagining of the Commune within the autonomous
space of everyday life. By appropriating and re-appropriating, sometimes in a subtle rewriting of
existing influences, the urban communes and communards established an un-mandated means of
revolutionary participation.

Making their revolution
The actions and undertakings of the urban communes offered its members the chance both to
display their revolutionary identity and to partake in revolutionary developments. Internally the urban
commune groups looked to extend the collective principles advocated by the Revolution. Having
attended one of the Komsomol’s summer camps at the start of the 1920s, a group of young activists,
all aged between nineteen and twenty-two, were determined to translate the discussion of collectivism
into real-life action.58 In its simplest form, this was understood as the act of putting the common good
before personal interest. To facilitate this vision, these youths found an apartment in Moscow,
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purchased a few essential items, established a common fund, and wrote a founding charter, declaring
their intentions to form new comradely relations. Initially taking forty per cent of an individual’s
income, the group later voted to increase this to one hundred per cent. This went towards food,
lighting, fuel, and group leisure activities, including trips to the cinema.59 In this way, they embraced
one of the key tenets of Marxism: “From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs!”
Formed in humble conditions, this and other urban communes developed strict systems of
domestic regulation and collective living. Another Moscow-based group, composed predominantly
of Komsomol members frustrated at the slow pace of change in Soviet housing, wrote to Young
Communist (Iunyi kommunist) to declare that while many of their peers still lived in the “false
collectivism” of the hostel, they had broken away to create “not a hostel, but a commune.”60 The
Rubber (Kauchuk) commune, named after the factory where its ten members found employment,
proclaimed that they did not merely live in close proximity, but rather had built a “cell” to press for
change.61 It was their belief that the Komsomol leadership was not doing enough to promote
collectivism and domestic reform. As well as sharing their clothes, footwear, linen, and general
accounts, the Rubber commune implemented a daily schedule to ensure that all members conducted
their fair share of household duties, while also allocating set times for working, studying, eating, and
sleeping.62
On the one hand, the collective practices undertaken by the urban communes represented an
overt display of their political conviction. Further to the name kommuna, the language of the urban
communards reveals a degree of revolutionary astuteness.

Adopting the phrases “cell” and

“collective” when describing their activities, for instance, the Rubber commune tapped into a
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revolutionary lexicon associated with the small revolutionary groups and spontaneous worker
alliances that emerged in the wake of the 1905 revolutions.63 They were showing their place within
the zeitgeist of early Soviet Russia. Correspondingly, student activist and local Komsomol
representative at the Herzen University, Balezin, recalled how he first encountered spontaneous
collective initiative in the form of the “Red Student Artel’.” This was an association of students that
lived in cohabitation, worked at the port to support their studies, and shared their resources equally.
In this environment the term artel’ (labor association) was a symbol of political consciousness,
working class affiliation, and revolutionary intent.64 Within revolutionary circles, the worker arteli
and labor associations of late tsarist Russia had long been held up as higher forms of comradely
organization and as the precursors of working class authority.65 The activists that formed the first
urban communes displayed a keen awareness of these developments, employing the labels “cell”,
“artel’,” and “collective”, alongside “commune”, as a sign of their revolutionary credentials.66
But it would be a mistake to think that the internal structures and the revolutionary display of
the communes prevented the application of practical contingencies in the wider sphere of their
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activities. Indeed, the records of leading Bolshevik and wife to Lenin, Nadezhda Konstantinovna
Krupskaia, reveal a constructive affinity between early factory-based commune forms and the
memory of the arteli. Amassing information on these groups, Krupskaia noted that by 1921 a number
of “labor-youth-communes” (kommuny trudovoi molodezhi) were engaged in cohabitant living, the
pooling of resources, and collective working practices akin to the “self-contracting” of the artel’.67
Before the advent of the shock-work movement, socialist competition, or the “production”
(proizvodstvennye) communes that emerged in the late 1920s, some activist communards saw the
artel’ as the precursor of new working habits. By channelling these units they thought they could
transform the operational and working culture of the Soviet factory. What is more, their actions did
not go unnoticed. The AMO plant, for instance, discussed helping activist workers form artel-like
commune units as a means of overcoming the “bureaucracy, self-seeking, slovenliness, and
dishonesty” embedded in the Russian workplace.68 The party cell attached to this plant also thought
that this would help foster good relations among workers.69
Writing later, in 1930, Krupskaia emphasized the connection between the artel’ and the urban
communes further still, going so far as to place these groups in a teleological narrative incorporating
the Russian arteli, the European guilds, and the co-operative movement of the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.70 Within this idealistic reading, however, she also examined the practical
implications of building on artel’ traditions. Krupskaia did not assess the urban communards as
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utopian anomalies, but as worker activists concerned with the development of socialist duty in the
workplace and society.71 In search of both comradely relations and efficiency gains, she noted, many
communards tried to extend their experimentation with collective methods to group work and selftraining, often articulated with references to artel’ habits. By the late 1920s, as the Soviets began to
mobilize for industrial expansion, such practices became the cornerstone of a growing commune
phenomenon. As Krupskaia explained with hindsight, those that viewed the first post-revolutionary
communes as “exceptions” would, ten years later, witness the formation of a “common movement”
(obshchee dvizhenie).72 Between the centralized policy, local improvisation, and general upheaval of
the First Five-Year Plan (1928-1932), the urban communards went on to help forge a new working
culture on the factory shop-floor.73 Expanding on their early forays into industry, contemporary
activist explained that the communes increasingly demanded that their members form a “public face”
(obshchestvennoe litso) and act as “social activists” (obshchestvenniki).74
In turn, the domestic display of the urban communards was not limited to private or insular
aspirations. As well as offering activists the opportunity to openly exhibit their revolutionary
convictions, the collective space of the urban commune became inextricably linked to wider
revolutionary concerns. Chief among these were calls for a cultural revolution, with which the urban
communes became increasingly embroiled. This was a conscious and explicit discourse, present in
the first flowerings of revolution. It sought the formation of a “new person with ... new feelings and
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moods.”75 Marked not just by learning and the arts, but by the cultivation of socialist values, goals,
and practices, “cultural revolution” encompassed a wide range of activities.76 The most determined
urban communards avidly recorded their attempts to implement “cultural revolution” through new
collective activities and living arrangements. In 1919, one anonymous activist wrote to the Soviet
youth press to promote his commune’s practice of collective reading and self-betterment activities,
which included trips to the theater and cinema.77 It was believed that these efforts would improve the
cultural level and revolutionary consciousness of each member; the domestic rules and regulations of
the commune, it was noted, were designed to foster self-assessment and socialist responsibility.78 A
number of urban communes, at this time and later, stressed the importance of reading and taking out
subscriptions to the major newspapers and journals of the day. A cyclical relationship eventually
developed whereby activists embraced the ideas and language presented within the press, and the
press eagerly reported on the progress of cultural revolution in the domestic spaces of communes.79
In 1919, therefore, Dunaevskii was already referring to the urban communes, somewhat grandly, as
“a socialist revolution in life” itself.80
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These themes were particularly prevalent among the student-based communes. Formed by
those previously denied access to higher education, as some of these youths recounted, dormitorybased communes rallied in opposition to the “hangovers” of imperial higher education.81 In 1919, one
student from the Third Pedagogical Institute was shocked to discover that Soviet universities did not
yet constitute communist entities; Bolshevik resources had not come to bear and they were still staffed
by non-communists.82 Activists frequently noted a lack of communist infiltration, individualistic
behavior, and limited collective facilities.83 While there was no uniform policy driving these
voluntary formations, records suggest that student communes constantly debated the material and
cultural life of their institutes.84 As Balezin recorded, the communes picked up where the party and
Komsomol cells left off, agitating against the crumbling infrastructure and slovenly conditions of
student life.85 He would himself turn to the communes to overcome what he saw as educational and
cultural apathy among some sections of the Petrograd Komsomol.86 At the start of the twentieth
century, the debating circle (kruzhok) formed a node of student radicalism within Russia’s higher
education system.87 Alongside the regional student network (zemliachestvo), and student assembly
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(skhodka), some radicals used the kruzhki to co-organize mutual aid programs, aspiring to shape civic
values in line with populist revolutionary visions.88 After 1917, however, it was the commune and
communards that tried to act as the brokers of institutional and cultural change.
Starting in single dormitory rooms with a few like-minded individuals, sometimes expanding
across whole floors, the commune structure offered young enthusiasts the opportunity to present
themselves as exemplary revolutionaries to their peers and institute authorities. Around the obligatory
common fund, into which members placed their stipends and earnings, student groups added routines
of collective dining, amassed shared libraries, and promoted cleanly living, conducive to study. 89
These practical contingencies were promoted by budding communards as a first step toward the
improvement of material conditions and dormitory life more generally. 90 As well as leading the
domestic collectivist movement, these communes used their shared funds to undertake joint activities,
including political and cultural campaigning. They also promoted the idea of social or civic work
(obshchestvennaia rabota), which included aiding fellow students and assisting local Komsomol
cells.91 As stated in the journals and newspapers to which many communes subscribed, involvement
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in wider social activities and the promotion of revolutionary values became a crucial aspect of
commune and university life.92 In sum, the activists of the urban communes not only pressed the
“housing question,” extending commune principles indoors, they also sought to overcome the
ideological and cultural shortfalls of Soviet institutes.

Ripples within Revolution
The disciplined lifestyle exhibited by the urban communes, proudly regaled in letters sent to
the youth press, shows how the October Revolution both framed and fired the imagination of activists,
encouraging a sense of participation and self-initiative.93 At this time, many young revolutionary
enthusiasts wrote to Soviet journals asking what it meant to be a communist and how they should
conduct themselves. Replying to some of these queries in 1922, Alexandra Mikhailovna Kollontai
said that a communist had to reject “bourgeois morality” and submit every aspect of their lives to “a
collective regime.”94 When challenged to provide a more detailed answer, Kollontai insisted that
morality was “an instrument in class domination and class struggle.” As such, “a person can be taught
to think like a communist,” if they lived by a certain “code of ethics.” It was a “categorical
imperative” of communism, she continued, that each individual advance the lessons, experiences, and
feelings of the “proletarian life.”95 Extending the ideas of Marxism into everyday life, collectivism
was presented as an antithesis to the self-interested, individualist societies of both the capitalist world
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and the Russian past. Asking the same question as many of their peers: “What did it mean to be
communist?” the communes and communards thought the answer was ripe for picking. Many had
already formed their own collective contracts, vowing to adhere to new socialist values and ideas.
Their compact nature and direct action, claimed one student commune, offered “the best means to
influence everyday life.”.96
The urban communes offered young activists the means of discussing revolution, displaying
their political convictions, and participating in the process of renovation.97 These groups were formed
around the imaginative appropriation and re-appropriation of key revolutionary themes and
discourses, including the much-lauded 1871 Paris Commune - its association with workers’ control,
direction democracy, social reformation, and collective action - and the revolutionary ideals
envisioned within the artel’, the cell, other pre-revolutionary comradely forms, and Russia’s own
experience of collectivism. As such, the constructs of the urban commune emerged as an un-mandated
development, providing the rank-and-file with a greater platform to engage with revolution. Inside
higher education, a number of student communes partook in the political campaigns of the
Komsomol, as well as trying to instil communist ideals within the dormitory. Similarly, inside Soviet
factories, a number of youth communes tried to change working practices, while promoting new
domestic and social habits in general. Building on the immediate ambition of these early
revolutionary years, the communes and communards looked to turn theory into practice, using their
collective structures as a means of transforming the surrounding environment.
In this way, the communes sent ripples through the established revolutionary canon and the
apparatus of state. Adopting and adapting key Soviet ideals, their actions soon became embroiled
within broader developments, including the pursuit of “cultural revolution”: the battle to replace
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bourgeois life with a new collective community, complete with new values and mores. From 1919,
leading youth journals, such as Young Communist, were praising the urban communards for their
commitment to revolutionary undertakings; comparing them to state facilities, such as public
canteens, nurseries, and laundries, all designed to promote a new collective polity. 98 In the coming
years, as the urban commune became an established part of the revolutionary landscape. members
continued to write to the Soviet press with tales of their revolutionary exploits. The Rubber commune
explained how the common fund and shared resources at the heart of their alliance not only provided
them with clothing, footwear, linen, and food: it taught them the financial and personal discipline
necessary to stand as an example of communism.99 The rules of cohabitation, monitored by a rotating
system of duty officers, it was noted, enforced a strict regime of hygiene management, education, and
political campaigning. These were the markers of modern, socialist enlightenment. The Rubber
commune insisted that their methods should be “extended to all youths” and those living in the
numerous hostels and dormitories of the new Soviet state.100 Likewise, a twelve-person commune in
Tomsk wrote to explain how they had created a scientific means of organizing their daily routine.101
Ensuring that all members met their social responsibilities, which included helping to promote local
literacy campaigns, the commune established a timetable that regulated their activities from eight in
the morning until midnight.102
As the activists of the urban communes were well aware, the revolution was moving beyond
armed insurrections and political upheaval. Now the challenge was to create a new social and cultural
stock. The rational and aesthetic reordering of everyday life became an ever more important
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component of the Revolution. Far from being curtailed by the onset of the New Economic Policy
(NEP) and its capitalist elements in 1921, the promise of socialist modernity rallied against new
obstacles. Between 1921 and 1922 activists and sections of the Soviet press confirmed their embrace
with “cultural revolution”. The revolutionary reprieve of NEP was met with hostility from activists,
including the communards, and sections of the Komsomol.103 In opposition to the cultural surplus of
this policy, calls for the complete renovation of everyday life continued to be heard, encouraging
Leon Trotsky to declare that revolution could not proceed “by politics alone”, it also required a
“cultural struggle” in work, life, and society.104
Starting in the immediate aftermath of October, the activists of the urban commune can be
seen to appropriate, ground, and augment revolution, helping to lay the way for some of the political,
social, and cultural developments of the 1920s. Krupskaia declared that the communards acted as
“agitators” for the “socialization of life”, attempting to “forge new social bonds” between comrades,
as well as “new relations between man and woman.”105 As Anne E. Gorsuch noted in her study of
Soviet youth, some student communes at Moscow State University went as far as banning sexual
relations and marriage until a new collective bond was established. 106 In these cases, it was believed
that the commune would replace the family, acculturate the next generation, and, with hints of
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Nietzsche’s promethean superman, develop a new subject.107 More importantly, these actions were
noted by local level representatives and the Soviet press. Indeed, the press and subsequent Soviet
studies increasingly associated the urban communes with the much-extolled “new way of life” (novyi
byt) being developed under communism. The communes even acquired the generic prefix bytovaia,
associated with daily routine, social practice, domestic life, and cultural values.108 The bytovaia
commune, it was later reported, “swept out the old” and created the ideal socialist environment in
which to raise the New Soviet Person (Novyi sovetskii chelovek).109
As self-conscious advocates of revolutionary values and practices, the urban communards
found themselves involved in a number of social and cultural struggles throughout the opening decade
of the Soviet state. In their various forms, they initiated a corrective project that encompassed
domesticity, the family, society, work, and culture. By the mid-1920s they commented on matters
such as the moral panic building over cases of hooliganism and drunkenness among youths, while
the late 1920s saw commune groups increasingly engaged in the pursuit of new industrial practices.110
Much like the first cohabitational communes that arose during the housing resettlements of 19171921, these groups took the form of an interaction between the impulses of state and activist by
operating in a space between the authorized and the autonomous, and occasionally surpassing the
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ideological objectives of official bodies. Some Komsomol members even decided to utilize the
unofficial constructs of the commune to fulfill local and national revolutionary imperatives. But, in
all cases, the concept of the urban commune, bolstered by press interest, stood in opposition to the
shortcomings of the established revolutionary apparatus, highlighting the gap between promise and
reality.
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